
Minutes of Meeting Jan 18th 2020 – Layout Design 

1. Further layout plans were reviewed including ones by Bob Ellis, Keith Waddell, Wayne Beck and 

Bill Deitchman. There were variations based on vertical peninsulars including ones where the 

peninsular was L shaped.  Some had the L shape as a shortened horizontal peninsular. People 

can refer to these on last posting on the web site. 

2. Bill Deitchman’s plan drew comments on too much straight track and the need to adjust curves 

to a wider radius ( had 18 and 24 inch radius). Bill did however have a lot of main line trackage. 

3. Bob Ellis’s plan had radii of between 33inch to 28 in. People liked the separate main line 

especially that one main line had no spurs/swicthing and was to be used exclusively for train 

running. 

4. Keith presented three plans that had walkaround issues on one. People liked the “ore and 

Lumber” plan but it was pointed out that the short line didn’t need to be that long. 

5. Bill Dillon presented his preliminary plans in Scarm.  3 peninsulars anda storage yard area. Bills 

work showed that you can in fact put in more tracks than people have been allowing on the 

plans presented to date (up to 13 in 3ft width!). 

6. Common themes were discussed and the only common theme was that the west wall seemed to 

be reserved for staging. Other themes depended on the desired scenes that the membership 

required from a previous meeting. Other comments included the desire for a roundhouse and a 

6ft aisle for staging. 

7. A motion was made to reserve the west wall for staging with a return loop for both main lines.  

This passed by a vote of 16 –0. 

8. A motion was made to incorporate a helix in the storage room to facilitate access to a “storage” 

area for rolling stock at a lower level accessed by sitting in a chair. This passed by a vote of 15–0. 

9. It was not possible to vote on a single layout design due to the lack of weighting of the desired 

scenes. Keith showed a spreadsheet depicting the presence of the desired scenes on the layout 

designs presented. The variation went from 16 scenes to 22 out of a total of 28. It was 

requested of John Eilers to provide a listing of the desired scenes so people could weight the 

importance of each scene.  This will be provided on Sat Jan 25th. Once filled out this will be 

entered into a spreadsheet and the result announced. 

10. 3 people volunteered to present plans for the staging area ( Bill Dillon, John Bowles and John 

Eilers). Progress will be shown at the next meeting. 

11. Meeting adjourned. 


